MINOR EQUIPMENT INVENTORY-ANNUAL SUBMISSION
STEP BY STEP GUIDE (for CBO or Financial Lead)
Department Use: For use by a department’s CBO or financial lead in completing and submitting minor
equipment inventory values to Asset Management. Before beginning this document, please review the
“Minor Equipment Inventory‐Annual Submission Quick Facts Sheet for CBO or Financial Lead” and the
“Minor Equipment Inventory Quick Facts Sheet for department inventory contact.” Please also review
the “Minor Equipment Inventory Quick Facts Sheet” and the “Minor Equipment Inventory Annual
Submission Quick Facts Sheet.”

The CBO or financial lead will receive prior year groupings (tag numbers which group major equipment by
building, by department, which comes from PeopleSoft Finance) (A) listing all departments and associated
minor equipment values that were reported in the previous year. This detail will be sent in FY22 only as it
will no longer be maintained in PeopleSoft Finance by department.
Example, department 3300 reported $29,547.30 of minor equipment inventory in the Central Warehouse
under tag grouping 104659 in the previous year (see screenshot below (A)). The department inventory
contact for department 3300 currently has the department maintained spreadsheets with the detail
supporting this value. There are likely many minor inventory tags (departments know them as green
minor inventory stickers) that make up this value as well as minor inventory that may not be tagged with
a green sticker. Please see the Quick Facts Sheet and FAQ designed for department inventory contacts for
more information about what items are considered minor equipment inventory.

(A)










Tag number=groupings of minor equipment inventory (by department, by building)
Replacement cost=updated by the department inventory contact in the annual inventory submission. This
is the value used by UND‐Risk management in tallying values by building for insurance purposes.
RC Update=the last date the department submitted an updated value for this tag.
Location=Building the inventory is located in
Asset Description=Minor inventory.
Acq Date=Date the minor inventory was first reported by the department for the building
Dept=Department reporting the minor inventory
Responsible= CBO or financial lead responsible for reporting beginning in fy22
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Please keep in mind that these tag number groupings (A) will no longer be maintained by Asset
Management beginning in fy22. The tag assigned will be dissolved in PeopleSoft Financial. Going forward,
this detail (A) would be maintained in the inventory file of the CBO only if the CBO chooses to continue to
reference groupings of tag numbers with the department inventory contacts.
In fy22 and moving forward, the only information related to minor inventory that will be maintained in
PeopleSoft Finance will be groupings of buildings and the cumulative values reported by each CBO.
Example, Facilities might have $10,000 of minor equipment in Twamley, Finance might have $150,000 of
minor equipment in Twamley, and Duplicating might have $10,000 of minor equipment in Twamley.
Going forward, the only value in PeopleSoft Finance for Twamley will be the cumulative total of those
values. Location: Twamley $170,000. There will no longer be groupings of tag numbers by department
that make up this value in PeopleSoft Finance for minor inventory.
Although each CBO or financial lead is responsible for the process they use with each department to
obtain minor equipment inventory values by building, asset management would recommend sending this
grouping of tags (A) to the department inventory contacts in fiscal year 2022. The department inventory
contacts are familiar with these tag numbers, as the department inventory contact reported the tag
numbers and values in the previous year.
It is also recommended that beginning in fiscal year 2022, the CBO or financial lead maintain all
department spreadsheets/backup in a central location for all departments reporting to that CBO or
financial lead. There is no change in the requirement that for purposes of insurance, it is the
responsibility of each department to maintain an accurate and comprehensive minor equipment
inventory spreadsheet to track minor equipment that the department would expect to recoup from
insurance in the event of a loss. The department’s internally maintained spreadsheet should include
department number, building name, room number, description, and replacement cost. If a department
does not maintain a minor equipment inventory spreadsheet, the department is not insured for any loss
on that equipment.
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CBO or financial lead will receive a template (B) with the department numbers reporting minor inventory
in the prior year and the associated buildings reported in the prior year. Each template is specific to each
CBO or financial lead.

(B)

In the example template above, Sharon is responsible for obtaining the minor equipment values by
building from the departments listed under, “departments reporting.” She likely would send the tag
groupings from the previous year (A) and ask the department to update the replacement cost. Sharon
would then sum this data by building and complete the template above (B). She would key a total of 14
values.
If there is an additional department reporting, or an additional building that was not listed in the previous
year, the CBO would add that information to the template.
In this example, Sharon is also responsible for determining what minor equipment is risky or vulnerable to
loss for these areas and ensuring an inventory is completed of these items, annually. Sharon would likely
have the department inventory contacts complete this annual inventory. By completing this template,
Sharon is certifying this has been done.
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When the template is complete and the CBO has obtained backup supporting the values from the
departments, the CBO or financial lead will send the completed template only to
UND.assetmanagement@UND.edu by the deadline. The CBO or financial lead will not send the
department’s backup supporting these values. This is maintained by the CBO or financial lead. The
deadline will be established each year and provided to the CBO or financial lead in advance.
End of process.
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